
WRITING A BIO FOR POETRY SUBMISSION

If you're not sure how to write a short bio that's sent to literary "My fiction and poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in
One Story, Shenandoah, and Ploughshares. How to Write a Cover Letter for Your Literary Submissions.

We have lots more free instructional articles in our Writing Academy. If you are the author of a published
book, display the direct Amazon link where readers can buy copies of it. A little bit of professionalism goes a
long way. Pay attention to whether they have asked for your poems in the body of an email, or as an
attachment. When you are first starting out this seems like a good problem to have. Can you submit your story
or poem to several different markets at once? A listing of his current exhibitions can be found at www.
Higher-paying markets are generally more selective. And then focus the rest of the bio on the area where
writing and life intersect. If you are submitting work to an editor, just know, I do check up as best I can on
what people say. Below are some guidelines if you are starting to send out your work. Even if it is, how does
one put all this across without sounding like a braggart? To be safe, password-protect any work that you
choose to post on a blog if you think you may submit it. Always attach them as a Word document, unless you
are told specifically to do otherwise. This is often a good thing. Common sense, really. Rejections happen for
lots of reasons. Rowling, your readers will get to know you only through your writing. I submit the same bio
with most of my submissions. Regardless of whether you are an established or a less-known writer, chances
are your story will be read by editors whom you may be unacquainted with. Clearly, these need not be
comprehensive. You might want to write a bio for the editor, or you might have published a piece and want to
publish your bio to go with it. Cover Letters The only information you need to include in your cover letter is
the title and category of your submission, approximate word count or line count, and your name. I felt I
needed to crazy creative, impressive, and fun to be aroundâ€”all in one brieft letter that accompanied my
poems. Don't forget to never overstay your welcome. Family Tree Magazine is pretty obvious, Candis isn't.
More Tips It is a good idea to ensure that your name features in the first five words at the beginning of your
bio, because nothing introduces you better than your name! So I puzzle over whether to reveal my day job,
fight the impulse to gloat over my latest article sale, decide to disclose a well-kept family secret and give free
rein to my artistic temperament. Joshua once wrote a sonnet every hour for twenty-four hours straight. But the
less natural, though technically easier, part is preparing the submission. The second scenarioâ€”sending
several pieces at the same time to one magazineâ€”is most commonly allowed for poetry and flash and is
called a multiple submission. This article alludes to The Wizard of Oz; L. Remember the template: Name,
education, profession, place, publications. You want your bio to be short, professional, and to appeal to both
the editors and the readers. Although that can be tricky too. Can you send several pieces at the same time? It
allows you to search by genre, length, pay scale, acceptance rate, and estimated response time. My work has
appeared in Field, Colorado Review, and Zoetrope. Sometimes poetry submissions lay out exactly what they
are looking for in a cover letter. And in these days of identity theft and data privacy issues, definitely no vital
financial or private details. Writing is my air. The schools they attended varied, but that single fact repeated
over and over again got to me. Her second chapbook Pancakes for Dinner is forthcoming in from Hawthorne
Press. You can find ideas of places to send your work on our list of Poetry Opportunities.


